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Introduction
Sure, there are plenty of teen sites on the net today and plenty of solo toy sites as well... but Sex Toy
Teens is one of the only teen toy sites coming at you in 1280x720 HD quality. That's erotic enough to
grow your rod and clear enough for you to see every last one of her adorable freckles!

Adult Review
Watch the young babes of Sex Toy Teens diddle themselves in all kinds of ways. Get a close-up look at every razor bump on
their beavers and every drip of moist nectar from their hot wet holes. You can't get any closer to the action without being in
fucking the room. The clarity of these videos and beauty of these models will have your dick thinking about them on your
way to work and your way home after work for weeks!<br />  <br />  These girls are so sweet and so wild you will want to
spend as much time with them as you can. Their site includes all the other sites listed to the right side of this review and every
single one of them is filmed in mouth-watering high definition.<br />  <br />  If you think watching a football game in HD is
a lot better than watching one on regular TV you will not believe how big a difference there is between watching a starlet on
Sex Toy Teens in HD as compared to watching a video on some other site that was shot in basic format.<br />  <br />  Best
of all, you don't need to buy any fancy HD equipment, your standard LCD monitor is already fully capable of displaying
every one of these clips in full HD quality!<br />  <br />  If you have a media PC and a large screen HDTV this site is an
absolute must because you can actually display every downloaded clip in full screen HD clarity direct to your television!<br
/>  <br />  As if that was not enough, each scene also comes with ultra-high resolution pictures in 1600x1200 formats. That
means you can blow these up poster size and hang them on your wall without losing clarity. All of the content is also offered
in dial-up friendly reduced resolution but honestly, if you want to see what they have to offer you had better bring your
broadband connection.<br />  <br />  Sex Toy Teens does not use DRM coding so this site is a smut collector�s dream! They
also offer a 3 day limited trial for $1.85 but it does not included full access so The Tongue recommends you go with the full
month if you care at all about the happiness of your own cock!<br />  <br />  Monthly Membership also gets you free access
to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review. That amount of high-def content network-wide makes the
monthly price a pretty damn good bang for your porn buck.

Porn Summary
Just imagine watching these fantastic Sex Toy Teens stroking their pussies and fingering their asses on your 40" HDTV.
Now, stop imagining and do your dick a favor by taking the tour and downloading their content!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'So young and so pretty in such high definition you will feel like you are holding their dildo for them!'
Quality: 93  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 79 Interface: 81
Support: 83 Unique: 88    Taste: 90        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Anal Hell (92) ,Oriental Orgy (89) ,Lucky Lesbians (88) ,Busty Solos (88) ,Ebony Addiction (87) ,New Solos (86) ,Just Legal
Babes  (86) ,Simple Fucks (86) ,Teenage Whores (85) ,Cable Guy Sex (84) ,Slutty Squirters (Preview) ,Slutty Gaggers
(Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, HD, Natural, SexToys, Solo, Straight, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.99 Preview: 3 Days for $1.85 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
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Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 59
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